Alumni Reunion 2017

Date: 28 - 30 April 2017
Venue: Hertie School of Governance, Friedrichstraße 180, 10117 Berlin

Friday, 28 April 2017

16:00  Registration, coffee and snacks

17:00  Welcome (Forum A/B)

- Frank Mattern
  Senior Partner, McKinsey & Company; Chairman of the Board of Trustees, HSoG
- Dr. Axel Baisch
  Managing Director, HSoG

17:30  Presentation of idea paper and fishbowl discussion:
   How should the Hertie Community respond to populism?

   Presentation by Jan Jakub Chromiec (MPP Alumni Council)

   Panelists:
   - Prof. Dr. Henrik Enderlein
     Professor of Political Economy and Associate Dean, HSoG; Director, Jacques Delors Institut
   - Prof. Andrea Römmele
     Professor for Communication in Politics & Civil Society; Director Executive Education, HSoG
   - Frank Mattern
     Senior Partner, McKinsey&Company; Chairman of the Board of Trustees, HSoG

   Moderator: Lars Wilke (EMPA Alumni Council)

20:00  Alumni Dinner

- MPP alumni: “Rosmarin”, Oranienburger Str. 66
- EMPA alumni: “Oranium”, Oranienburger Str. 33
Saturday, 29 April 2017

10:00  Morning coffee

11:00  Workshops

- Response I: Empowering leaders
  Michael Okrob, CEO of START-Stiftung (MPP Class of 2007)
- Response II: Harnessing technology for public good
  Hannes Klöpper, CEO of iversity (MPP Class of 2009)
- Response III: Opening up the School
  Christian Brei, Director, Strategic University Development at Leuphana University Lüneburg
- Political engagement outside of politics
  Katinka Brose, Project Manager at Forum Equal Pay Day (MPP Class of 2014)

13:00  Lunch

14:00  Presentation of workshop results (Forum A/B)

15:00  Networking events

- MPP alumni: facilitated networking event moderated by Sascha Heller and Claudia Müller (Forum A/B)
- EMPA alumni: follow-up session with tour de table (Room 3.32)

20:00  Alumni Reunion Party in cooperation with fellows&friends

- Location: “Beach Mitte”, Caroline-Michaelis-Straße 8, 10115 Berlin
- Live music by DJ Vizir (Bruno-Pierre St-Jacques, MPP Class of 2018) and DJ Dawee (David Rinnert, MPP Class of 2014)

Sunday, 30 April 2017

12:00  Brunch (Forum A/B)

- Discussion with Dr. Axel Baisch, Managing Director, HSoG.
  Topic: what are alumni’s expectations from the Hertie School Management?
- Feedback session